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Ends
 
A story ends
and so life
A clock ticks
and so time
A music stops
and so the song
Everything ends
Everyone goes
and so we must go
Find ways  not just hope
for it won't come in your toe
 
Everything ends
Everyone goes
live life on its full
For it won't come again
not when you were born
like the sun that shines in the morn
bright as the beam of the moon
 
We live life for a reason
we're not just created like a toy
that impresses a child in coy
Ends in mind is all
not just a mere call
in the night when you fall
a sound sleep
like a ship
on the vast sea
where space is all but free
that doesn't sound like spree
 
but anyway,
ends call for me
but not literally
though I knew it would eventually
life ends
people goes
and so be free
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live as if it will your last
for it ends eventually.
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From Afar...
 
You were the brightest star on gleam
And I was dark in the night
You were living a dream
While mine was lurking out of sight
 
 
Living fame and glittered limelight
Shining as the  beam of moonlight
Adored by many and so did I
Yet there can't be You and I
 
 
I may remain forever unknown
But my dream can't be blown
Though you're someone I can't own
I'll treasure this love unknown
 
 
You were like that of star
I wish I could catch and put in jar
Though that's a dream too far
My Star, I am loving you From Afar...
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